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Q. Flex VPN (Flex Spokes) seem to be a better solution than the ASA technology. 

A. Cisco does support Felx VPN as well.-� 

Q. Some 800 series ISR's are hitting EOS -  What models are going to be protected and available 
going to the future.  Are the they going to be replaced? 

A.  C819GW-LTE-MNA-AK9 has just been announced , It's an 819 model that supports firmware for any 
North American service proder. 
All the 3G part numbers have been EOL announced. Cisco LTE 2.0 to support LTE advanced is the one 
going forward. It supports much higher speeds  

Q. Could u please paste the weblink where the past sessions have been posted? recordings and 
ppts 

A.   There is a webinar tab on the page at cisco.com/go/iwan. We are posting slides on the Enterprise 
Routing community found here 
https://communities.cisco.com/community/technology/enterprise_networks/enterprise_routing 

Q. I have about 50 small sites running on 2901 ISRG2s, do they support 4G connectivity? 

A.  The 2901 uses the EHWIC 4G/LTE modules , so yes it does with IOS 15.3 or higher.   

Q. Is the cellular modem a SDR, or are there mulitple modems for different carriers 

A.  We have multiple part number for each service provider. Some use different modems, along with 
vendor specific firmware.  The new C819GW-LTE-MNA-AK9,  is one modem that supports all the North 
American providers, but you must load provider specific firmware. -� 

Q. Is NEMO mentioned in the IWAN CVD?  

A.  NEMO = Network Mobility. Not sure if it is mentioned on the IWAN CVD. What is your question 
regarding NEMO? -� 

Q. Is this slide deck available? 

A.  There will be an email follow up with the replay and the presentation sent out once posted on Cisco 
Communities (after the event). URL:-
https://communities.cisco.com/community/technology/enterprise_networks/enterprise_routing

Q. HSPA+ is just as Valid as 4G LTE - Just Verizon does not have it. 

A.  This question has been answered verbally.-� 

Q. We have been doing this using ASA5505's for 6 years. 

A.  This question has been answered verbally.-� 

Q. Which routers support 4G bonding or bandwidth aggregation?  

A.  We don't support bonding of multiple 4G modems, but we will support carrier aggregation or CAT 6, in 
the next release of Cisco's LTE products , aka LTE 3.0.-� 

http://www.cisco.com/go/iwan
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Q. http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/collateral/routers/800-series-routers/eos-eol-notice-c51-
734171.pdf 

A.  These are the LTE 1.0 products. LTE 2.0 are currently orderable, and LTE 3.0 is on the road map.-� 

Q. Is this EOL? 

A.  No ISR 800 series platforms are not EOL, only the 3G ISR 800 series. 4G LTE 1.0 is replaced by 4G 
LTE 2.0 ISRs.-� 

Q. Will any of the 891 ISR's contain a 802.11AC wireless module? 

A.  The new 819 and C899 will support 802.11.-� 

Q. Any outdoor type AP with LTE CAPABILITY? We are looking for a solution to provide free 
internet via wifi in locations where we don't have our network termination. 

A.  The new C819GW-LTE-MNA-AK9 was an AP and LTE.  It is not outdoor rated , but we do have the 
Connected Grid routers that support Wi-Fi and LTE and are outdoor rated. -� 

Q. What's the advantage of using 4GLTE as a backup over a second ISP drop (cable)?  Does 
4GLTE work in the case of a power loss? 

A.  The 4G  backup use case is based on costs of the backup circuit.  If you have no data plan and only 
use it in an outage scenario, then your back up link cost would be minimal. -� 

Q. That means front end is wifi and backend LTE providing outdoor wifi for high density 
application? 

A.  Yes, front side WI-FI antenna , backside LTE antenna, and we have 819GW: 4G LTE + WiFi.  

Q. Regarding: Is NEMO mentioned in the IWAN CVD? I probably need to do more research, but I 
need to know how NEMO can be leveraged in an IWAN solution.  

A.  In the situation of Cellular, you may also want to look at PMIPv6 , which does path performace in a 
multiple path setup and is Mobile IP network aware. -� 

Q. I'm late, will this webcast be available for review? 

A.  Yes, a recording of this session will be made available. -� 

Q. Which ISR without 4g on-board has 802.11AC? 

A.  We have the hardened 819 with WiFi.-� 

Q. I see it's being recorded just want to make sure we will get access to the recording after today. 

A.  Yes the recording will be available in the next 24 hours.-� 

Q. Any outdoor graded AP coming soon with LTE BACKHAUL CAPABILITY? 

A.  The 829 is very rugged, so it depends on how exsposed it is. You can also look at the CGR1240 
which is outdoor rated. -� 

Q. SPECIALLY FOR OUTDOOR EVENTS PURPOSE.. HIGH DENSITY APPLICATIONS? 

A.  High density applications will use wifi mesh and back haul as 4G LTE. -� 
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Q. We can use 3rd party tessco antennas with the ewhic?  

A.  We have deployments using a lot of different antennas, yagi, andrew, etc.-� 

Q. Is there a one page poster that shows the entire ISR line and options? 

A.  http://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en/us/products/collateral/routers/800-series-

routers/cs_poster_800_series.pdf� 

Q. Awesome poster!!!! 

A.  This question has been answered verbally. One more for the routing portfolio 
http://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en/us/products/collateral/routers/4000-series-integrated-services-routers-
isr/enterprise-routing-portfolio-poster.pdf.    

Q. To be clear is there any ISR with internal 802.11AC with or without 4g support? 

A.  Yes, there is a 819HW with Wifi only. 


